Summer Reading Project for English 11 Honors
Tuesdays with Morrie and Lord of the Flies
1. Regarding Tuesdays with Morrie, please keep in mind that you will be
participating in the general summer reading project for the entire junior class. Check
the school website for details.
a. In addition to this project, you will be expected to analyze examples of the
following themes found throughout this novel using the method on step
“b”: aging; compassion; dedication/devotion; dependency; attitude;
purpose/identity; regret/acceptance; mentoring; and relationships.
b. Then, prepare an artistic rendering. Select a medium: pen and ink,
collage, painting, computer graphics, photography, etc. Your artistic
rendering must capture several of the above themes as they relate to the
essence of Tuesdays with Morrie.
c. Be striking and creative in your design and authoritative in your
presentation.
d. You will present your creative project to the class and will be judged on
such criteria as understanding of themes, understanding of specific plot
elements and characters, creative design, and confidence in your
presentation.
e. Presentations will begin on Tuesday, September 10, 2019.
2. Regarding Lord of the Flies, you will be expected to analyze and annotate, in a
double entry journal or in the book, examples of the following items found
throughout this novel: themes; character development; symbols; motif; setting;
allusions; imagery; and tone.
a. Answer all of the attached chapter questions for this novel.
b. You will be expected to participate in a Socratic Seminar when you return
to school.
c. You will take a test on this novel on Monday, September 9, 2019.

3. Write an essay answering the attached AP Literature and Composition FreeResponse Question.
4. If you have any questions, you may email me at: tleite@sboe.org.
Good luck!
Mr. Leite

Lord of the Flies Questions
Chapter 1
1 - What are the first intimations that Piggy is a rather lower-class person? How does he tell us
by speech, movement and social action with Ralph?
2 - What are "Screwed up eyes"?
3 - How does Ralph treat Piggy? Could this be a personal reaction, or a class consciousness
reaction? How would you be able to know?
4 - What is the setting that you are given in the first chapter? How would the word "Idyllic" be
brought to bear?
5 - What is the foreshadowing you receive that all may not be well in paradise? Give specific
details.
6 - What role do adults fill in the boys' lives? What do the boys do when there are no longer any
adults available to be present?
7 - The explorers go up... way up... but they only go up to see and claim the island as their own.
What other historical figures have done this same sort of thing? Thus, are the boys typical or atypical?
8 - What could indicate that some people in the tattered little band want power? Give some detail
in your answer.
9 - If Piggy doesn't want to be Piggy anymore, why does he confess that this has been his hated
name all along? What does this revelation get him?
10 - The conch shell fulfils a ritual need for many of the boys. Describe it. How do you know
that Piggy has never tried to blow a musical instrument?
11 - What is the diet of fruit doing to the boys?
12 - The three boys go exploring and topple a huge rock into the jungle below a precipice. Using
parallels to the society you are a part of, would you say that this is an adult or youthful thing to
do?
13 - What is Piggy's reaction to Ralph's nakedness?
14 - "The blade continued to flash at the end of the boys arm..." What sort of thing seems to be
going through Jack's head? What does he do or not do? What is his promise?

15 - "This toy of voting..." For the boys, voting seems to be a popularity contest, or one where
the vote cast is pre-ordained. Why do the boys who vote for Jack, or for Ralph, vote the way they
do? Could this be a reflection of voting in our "democratic" society? What could be the
responsibility of a voter before voting?
16 - The boys show an insistent need for certainty in their lives whether on the island or not.
Describe some of the evidence you find for this.
17 - Jack Merridew is the leader of what? What are his qualifications in his eyes? What might be
his qualifications in the eyes of the person/people who appointed him?
18 - Piggy accepts Jack's telling him to "Shut up, fatty". Why?
19 - Jack collects power for himself. Ralph gets it by delegating responsibility. Find evidence for
both their styles.
20 - There was a "Communion of shining eyes in the gloom" after pushing the huge rock down.
What is the communion about?
Chapters 2 and 3
1 - At the beginning of chapter 2, Ralph glances to Piggy before saying anything at a meeting.
What might he want or need from Piggy?
2 - Ralph tries to lead with information, but Jack tries to lead through a display of raw physical
power. What are the dangers of each type of leadership? What are the advantages of each?
3 - The conch becomes the symbol of "right of authority and responsibility". Give examples of
each of these symbols, quoting from the text.
4 - What is the purpose of rules for Jack?
5 - "At last Ralph induced him to hold the shell but by then the blow of laughter had taken away
the child's voice." What has gone on here and how is it rescued?
6 - What is done with the information about the snake-thing?
7 - A fire becomes a great lark. What happens?
8 - How do Piggy's eye-glasses become communal property? At what point can something
owned by an individual be laid claim to by a community?
9 - What kind of fire is needed, and what is actually made?
10 - Give an example of Jack twisting the rules he'd agreed to with the conch shell so he could
do what he wanted, when he wanted?

11 - If the choir takes responsibility for the fire as well as hunting, how does the power shift in
the group?
12 - "You got your small fire all right." Explain and comment upon this statement.
13 - Jack and Ralph have a lot of tension between them. What is going on? What are the triggers
for each boy? Describe, in some detail, their antagonism and its (temporary) resolution.
14 - For Jack, hunting is power. How does he feel about the act of hunting? How does his need
for power fit into these activities? (or vice-versa).
15 - When speaking about hunting we are told that "... a mad, opaque look came into Jack's eyes"
Describe this another way.
16 - Is Simon nuts near the end of Chapter 3 or is what he is doing (withdrawing into himself)
normal? Comment, and include a mention of the "...Susurration of the blood".
17 - The kids seem to be going off in all directions whenever they feel like it... little really gets
done. What do most of the kids really need? (Think about their background) What are they
lacking in their present condition?
18 - There is more of a menace to the island by the end of chapter 3 than there was at the
beginning of the story. How is the greater feeling of threat created by Golding?
19 - Outline jack's reaction to Ralph's comment "The best thing we can do is get ourselves
rescued".
Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7
1 - What are the rhythms that emerge in life on the island?
2 - What is evidence that the boys' lives focus "inwards" only, ignoring the outside almost
exclusively?
3 - Johnny seems to be a natural jerk, especially towards Percival. Does this sort of belligerence
occur in the "real world"?
4 - What is Roger's reaction to the fact that his civilization is in ruins? What hold(s) does it still
have on him, what calls does it make on him?
5 – Sam’n’eric have become one for Jack, who liberates himself from constraint with color and a
mask. What does the mask allow him to do? Talk about the "power" of the mask. Try and find
some parallels in our lives (think about clothes, make-up, job-titles).
6 - Piggy is "cut" by Ralph. How? So? What does "cutting" Piggy do for Ralph?

7 - Something inside Ralph cracks and he is in agony, despair and anger all at the same time.
What has he learnt? What has his leadership come to? How may he be seeing his future?
8 - Where has Jack's blood lust got him now?
9 - "You let the fire out" is all Ralph can say for a while. Why?
10 - Jack raged on the mountaintop about Ralph asserting his chieftainship, without knowing
why. Write what Jack's inner voices may have been saying.
11 - Outline and discuss three indications of rising tension in Ralph in these chapters.
12 - How is Jack's relationship to all the rules he wanted changing? Give evidence.
13 - What brings the beast back? Do the kids have any other bogeymen or superstitions?
14 - Talk about clothes. What is happening to clothes on the island? How is the relationship to
clothes mirrored in other social changes that emerge now, stealthily, in the novel?
15 - Describe Ralph's acceptance of Simon's statement that the group would get back (home).
Comment on Simon's state of mind. Is he a believer? Is he hallucinating? Is he wacko? How does
his acceptance of Simon's assertion parallel Ralph's telling the littluns that there is no beast?
16 - Describe the danger that Robert gets into with the hunters.
17 - Try to develop more completely the ritual being developed in Jack's head involving the
death of a littlun.
18 - Answer Ralph's question, "Why do you hate me?"
19 - Describe Jack's arrogance, Ralph's tension and the other's boldness in the face of the thing
that goes "plop". How does Golding take you inside Ralph's head through the skillful use of
words as Ralph leaves the scene?
Chapters 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12
1 - Jack says "He isn't a hunter, he isn't a prefect and he doesn't get us meat." In Jack's mind these
seem to be the qualities of Chieftainship. What's happened recently that Jack feels he has the
right and the ability to make these comments in public?
2 - What is Ralph's emerging attitude towards more discussion?
3 - Jack says "All right then. I'm not going to play any longer. Not with you." What has just gone
on that he should get so mad that he just wants to leave? What is the game he is playing?
4 - How does Golding really help you know how Jack is feeling in Chapter 8?

5 - Part way through chapter 8, Simon says perhaps with the clarity of youth, "What else is there
to do?" What specifically is Simon talking about doing?
6 - After Jack leaves the group, what changes inside Piggy? Why?
7 - Jack and his hunters find a place of great beauty to actually perform their kill. Why would
Golding use tis technique, juxtaposing beauty and death?
8 - After the kill when they leave the head for the beast, they run away. What are they running
away from? (There are several "what's" here.)
9 - How does Golding evolve Ralph's character to make him more of a democrat, accepting
Piggy for what he is, rather than excluding him for what he isn't?
10 - What is the "Lord of the Flies"?
11 - Describe Simon's reaction to the Lord of the Flies?
12 - Analyze Simon's activities towards, and treatment of, the dead airman which reveals
Simon's compassion?
13 - Simon crawls out of the forest in the middle of a really bad thunderstorm, but instead of
finding his companions he finds a single-minded hate-filled organism which kills him. What
makes people in the book act like this organism? (It kills Simon!)
14 – How is Simon a Christ figure in this novel?
15 - At the beginning of chapter 10, Ralph comes out of the trees and sits with Piggy. After a
little bit of very serious kidding around, Ralph raises the issue of Simon's murder, and Piggy
remonstrates saying "It was dark. There was that bloody dance. There was lightening. We was
scared. It wasn't what you said." Ralph says "Oh Piggy" in a voice which is more a low moan
than a voice. What do you think has been going through Ralph's head, especially with that low,
almost-moan of "Oh Piggy"?
16 - Why does Jack still want the others to believe that the beast still exists? What function does
the beast serve now for Jack?
17 - What was the fight all about which followed the night time invasion?
18 - For most of the boys, what are the reasons they want a chief? What does a chief do for
them?
19 - Describe Jack's reaction to Piggy being killed by the falling rock.
20 - What value does the conch have, even after it has been broken? (Remember to think about
the value of a ritual, in religious terms and symbolism).

21 - How does Roger get away with elbowing Jack out of the way right at the end of chapter 11,
when Jack is trying to intimidate Sam'n'eric? Talk about the differences between Jack's power
and Roger's power.
22 - What does Piggy's death symbolize in terms of civility?
23 - Near the beginning of chapter 12, Golding writes "He (Ralph) knelt among the shadows and
felt his isolation bitterly... they were savages, it was true, but they were human, and the
ambushing fears of deep knight were coming on." Describe these fears of the deep night which
Ralph is tormented with at this juncture of the novel.
24 - How has Jack probably made Ralph into the new (or next) beast? How does Ralph know
about this? (Think about his discussions in a frenzied whisper with Sam'n'eric).
25 - What is the significance of Roger's sharpening a stick at both ends? What has Choir become,
if your premise is correct? Describe your feelings towards the boys, at this moment, as a reader.
26 - When things can, really, hardly get any worse for Ralph, or for anyone on the island,
Golding provides a way out of this mess. What is it?
27 - The officer can’t really see the seriousness in the situation which he views. The officer's
point of view changes when he believes Ralph's statement that two have been killed. What
convinces him to trust what he hears?
28 - While Ralph cries, the officer turns away. This is often done in our society. What does the
officer expect Ralph to do? Do you think Ralph can do it? How about little Percival Wemys
Madison?
29 - At the end of the novel Ralph cries. What is he crying for?

AP ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION FREE-RESPONSE QUESTION
Question 1
(Suggested time — 40 minutes. This question counts as one-third of the total essay section
score.)

Read the following poem carefully. Then write a well-organized essay in which you
analyze how the poet uses language to describe the scene and to convey mood and
meaning.
Evening Hawk

5

From plane of light to plane, wings dipping through
Geometries and orchids that the sunset builds,
Out of the peak’s black angularity of shadow, riding
The last tumultuous avalanche of
Light above pines and the guttural gorge,
The hawk comes.
His wing
Scythes down another day, his motion
Is that of the honed steel-edge, we hear
The crashless fall of stalks of Time.

10

The head of each stalk is heavy with the gold of our error.
Look! look! he is climbing the last light
Who knows neither Time nor error, and under
Whose eye, unforgiving, the world, unforgiven, swings
Into shadow.

15

20

Long now,
The last thrush is still, the last bat
Now cruises in his sharp hieroglyphics. His wisdom
Is ancient, too, and immense. The star
Is steady, like Plato,* over the mountain.
If there were no wind we might, we think, hear
The earth grind on its axis, or history
Drip in darkness like a leaking pipe in the cellar.
—Robert Penn Warren
*Greek philosopher (427?–347? B.C.)
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